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Chapter 3291 

When David saved him, Mr. Miao was still unconscious, so he knew that it 
was David who saved him! 

“Mr. Miao, you’re welcome. It’s just a little help.” David smiled lightly, and then 
asked, “Mr. Miao, I wonder how you are grateful to your body at this 
moment?” “I feel very good…” Miao Miao didn’t understand 

. What does ping mean? 

“Miao Lao, did you fight with someone some time ago and were injured?” 
David asked! 

Mr. Miao was stunned and looked at David with doubts in his eyes, but he did 
not speak! 

However, Miao Miao was dissatisfied and said, “What are you talking about? 
How could my grandfather be injured? Moreover, he had never fought with 
anyone some time ago. Don’t just talk nonsense.” David ignored Miao Miao 

. Staring at Mr. Miao, he seemed to be waiting for Mr. Miao’s answer! 

After a moment, Mr. Miao said, “How did you know? 

” In the body.” 

“It’s just that you have been relying on the breath in your body to suppress this 
evil spirit, so no one can tell the difference. In fact, I didn’t notice it.” “But after 
you are not injured by 

those five-color birds, , the evil spirit in the body could not be suppressed and 
burst out, so you fell into coma. If it was a simple shock injury, it would not be 
so serious.” “Now that you have taken the elixir, you feel fine 



. However, the evil spirit in your body has not been eliminated. Within an hour, 
your body’s meridians will surely collapse, and even the gods will be unable to 
save you.” 

David said calmly! 

David’s words instantly stunned everyone on the spot! 

None of them had heard that Mr. Miao had fought with the demons, let alone 
that Mr. Miao had been injured by the demons. 

You must know that Mr. Miao has alwaysHe lives in seclusion, but everyone 
knows his strength and no one dares to question it! 

Now David actually said in public that Mr. Miao could not defeat the demons 
and was injured by the demons. This made Mr. Miao very embarrassed! 

“You really can’t spit out ivory from your dog’s mouth, so your meridians 
collapsed. It’s hard for gods to save you. My grandpa is fine now.” 

Miao Miao was very angry and yelled at David! 

Then Cai Hongwei also looked displeased, “David, what are you talking 
about? Are you cursing Mr. Miao? That’s too much…” You must know that in 

their team, Mr. Miao is the strongest, and the backbone of this pair is Mr. Miao 
is old. If you encounter danger, you must count on Mr. Miao to save you! 

But now that David actually said this, isn’t this tantamount to poaching the 
backbone of this team? 

“Little brother, I admit that you have some abilities, otherwise you would not 
dare to step out of the airship and face the flock of birds, but you should not 
be overly confident. I have no injuries on my body, and I have never fought 
with the demons. It is even less likely that I will be attacked by the demons. 
He was injured by a member of the clan.” 

Mr. Miao also looked a little unhappy. After all, David exposed his 
shortcomings in public, which made him look a little ugly. This would lower his 
prestige in the eyes of everyone! 

“Miao Lao, I…” 



David wanted to persuade him, but Miao Lao turned around and left! 

Miao Miao waved his hand and held a pure black dagger in his hand. The 
blade pointed directly at David and said, “Boy, shut your stinky mouth. If you 
dare to curse my grandfather, I will kill you.” !” 

When David saw this, he smiled bitterly and said nothing more. If it weren’t for 
the fact that Mr. Miao was quite kind, David wouldn’t want to meddle in other 
people’s business! 

Now that Mr. Miao obviously didn’t want to expose his injury, David said 
nothing more! 

But now the flying boat is surrounded by flocks of five-colored birds, and there 
is no way to move forward. If there is no way to eliminate these five-colored 
birds or divert them away, then they will always be trapped here! 
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“Everyone, the five-colored birds are always outside the airship. We can’t 
move forward. I wonder if you have any ideas. You can lure these five-colored 
birds away.” 

Cai Hongwei asked everyone loudly! 

Now even Mr. Miao can’t deal with these birds when he goes out. Now we can 
only collect everyone’s opinions to see if there are any other good ways! 

“I’ll try…” 

At this time, David said! 

“Are you going?” Cai Hongwei was a little surprised. “With your strength, 
aren’t you going to die if you go out? You know that even Miao Lao can’t 
withstand the attack of this flock of birds.” “I have my own way, although I 
can’t kill these 

five-color birds. Destroy them all, but I can lead them away.” Chen 

Ping said! 



“Boy, you’re just a Fusion Realm monk. Can you lure away a flock of five-
colored birds? Is this a joke?” 

Sikong Zhen didn’t believe that David had such ability! 

“How about you go out and give it a try?” 

David looked at Sikong Zhen and asked! 

When Sikong Zhen heard this, he quickly shook his head, “I don’t have that 
ability. I don’t have diamonds, and I don’t do porcelain work. I know myself.” 

David glanced at Sikong Zhen and ignored him. This guy looked polite, but he 
What a coward! 

“Ji Yun, I will lure the five-colored bird away in a moment, and you will 
immediately control the airship to fly away from here.” 

David said to Ji Yun! 

“Mr. Chen, what should you do?” 

Ji Yun asked! 

“I have a way to catch up, don’t worry…” David patted Ji Yun’s shoulder, then 
glanced at Huofeng, and then jumped out! 

After David jumped out of the airship, his body suddenly shone with golden 
light. His indestructible golden body was activated, and with the blessing of 
the metal element, the layers of golden scales on David’s body became even 
more dazzling! 

Looking at David’s golden scale armor, everyone was stunned! 

“What kind of treasure is this? It should be a treasure armor or something.”> 
“That’s awesome. Isn’t this an ancient thing?” 

“This guy looks young, how could he have such a treasure?” 

Everyone was very puzzled and didn’t understand how David could possess 
the indestructible gold. Wearing such precious armor! 



Just when David’s Indestructible Golden Body was activated, thousands of 
colorful birds swarmed in, and the black mass surrounded David! 

Soon, David’s figure disappeared and was directly covered by the flock of 
birds! 

Seeing this scene, both Ji Yun and Huo Feng were very nervous! 

But David was extremely calm at this time, his body continued to emit golden 
light, and then he quickly flew away towards the airship! 

Because of the protection of the indestructible golden body, those five-colored 
birds pecking at David could not cause any harm to David! 

Soon, those colorful birds were attracted by David, and Ji Yun controlled the 
airship to fly away quickly! 

After watching the airship leave this area, David’s eyes flashed with flames, 
and then his body began to burn! 

The raging flames burned and thunder and lightning flashed around! 

The five-colored birds that were close to David were all killed by flames or 
lightning! 

The reason why David dared to rush out of the airship was because after 
observing, he found that the sharp weapons of these five-color birds were 
their claws and beaks, and David himself had a powerful physical body, 
coupled with the blessing of an indestructible golden body and the origin of 
the metal element, so he He thought that the five-color bird’s attack could not 
hurt him at all! 

Sure enough, those colorful birds were surrounding David, but they were 
unable to cause any harm to David. Instead, they were bombarded by the 
flames and thunder and lightning on David, causing countless casualties! 

Finally, David broke out of the siege of colorful birds and headed towards the 
airship! 

At this time, a figure rushed out from the airship, and then turned into a huge 
phoenix, waving its wings! 



This is the fire phoenix coming to pick up David. If David catches up with the 
airship in mid-air, it will take a lot of energy! 

The Fire Phoenix is different. As long as she returns to her true form, she can 
fly in the air directly. 
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Everyone was shocked as they watched the fire phoenix transform into a 
phoenix and fly towards David! 

Because no one noticed that the fire phoenix turned out to be an orc, and it 
was also a mythical beast phoenix! 

Even Mr. Miao was shocked! 

Soon, the fire phoenix flew to David, and David rode on the fire phoenix and 
flew towards the airship! 

After flying back to the airship, the fire phoenix transformed into a human 
again! 

But this time, everyone looked at Huofeng and David with deep disbelief! 

Especially David. He was only at the Fusion Realm, but he was able to lure 
those five-colored birds away without being hurt! 

You know, David was surrounded by those colorful birds just now! 

Now that David is unscathed, it must be because of the role of the 
indestructible golden body just now! 

A Fusion Realm monk actually has this kind of treasured armor on his body, 
so it is inevitable that others will not take it seriously! 

At this moment, many people looked at David with a bit of greed! 

Even the way Cai Hongwei looked at David kept changing. After all, David’s 
indestructible golden body was exposed, which made everyone jealous! 



Among these people, only Miao Lao had calm eyes and asked David, “Little 
brother, is the armor you were wearing just now an ancient thing? It looks very 
powerful.” “I don’t know if it is 

. This ancient thing was also given to me by someone else.” 

David said casually, there were some things he didn’t want to say too much 
about! 

When Mr. Miao saw this, he didn’t ask anything. Instead, he glanced at 
everyone and said, “Now that we have got rid of the five-color bird, let’s 
continue our journey. I hope that we can all work together on this trip.” “Now 
there is a dispute in the Southern Territory 

. Continuously, especially when the battlefield of gods and demons in Tianmo 
Mountain has been discovered, and strong men from all areas have set foot 
there, we should cooperate more. In addition to monsters, we will definitely 
encounter other dangers along the way.” Mr. Miao actually had it early 

. Just send itI saw the greed in everyone’s eyes when they looked at David, so 
I said this as a warning! 

“Miao Lao is right, we must work closely together to ensure maximum safety.” 

Cai Hongwei also hurriedly agreed! 

Seeing this, other people also agreed, no one dared to refute! 

The airship continued to move forward, and Mr. Miao sat next to David! 

David glanced at Mr. Miao, looking a little surprised! 

He didn’t understand what Mr. Miao was doing by sitting here with him! 

“Little brother, no matter what treasures you have on you, try to show them as 
little as possible in front of other people. If people’s hearts are separated, the 
treasures on you may bring disaster to yourself.” Mr. Miao whispered to David 

! 

When David heard this, he said with some gratitude, “Thank you, Mr. Miao, for 
reminding me. I will pay attention.” 



Seeing that Mr. Miao was a good person, David reminded him again, “Mr. 
Miao, your body…” 

David did not finish his words. , but Miao Lao waved his hand to interrupt him 
and said, “I know what my body is like. I did fight with the demons and was 
injured.” “The 

evil spirit in my body also exists, you said There’s nothing wrong with me, but I 
can’t show it in front of everyone. If these people know that I’m injured, how 
will they react?” “Do you think they will still respect 

me so much? Even the entire team will break up. Because they all regard me 
as their backbone.” 

Mr. Miao actually knows everything, but he has to hold on! 

“Then you will die like this.” David looked at Mr. Miao in confusion! 

“To be honest, I went to the Southern Territory this time not for any treasures, 
but to find a kind of thunder sun grass to get rid of the evil spirit in my body.” “I 
have been to many pharmacists, and even 

asked Yaozun has seen it, and they are all helpless, so I took the risk to go to 
the southern region to try.” 

Mr. Miao said with a sincere face! 
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“Miao Lao, you were injured and let the evil spirit spread throughout your 
body. If you continue like this, you won’t be able to hold on to the Southern 
Territory. It won’t take long before your meridians will be severed and you will 
die.” David said 

! 

“Really?” Mr. Miao frowned. “But I don’t feel anything now?” 

At first, David said that Mr. Miao didn’t believe it at all. Although David was 
right, there was evil spirit in his body. But it would be a joke to say that his 



meridians were severed within an hour, because Mr. Miao felt that he was in 
good health! 

“Everything I said is true. If you had not taken Pharmacist Chen’s elixir at that 
time, you could still suppress it for a while, but it is difficult to suppress it now. 
The only way is to suck out the evil spirit from the body.” Chen 

Ping His face was solemn, and he didn’t look like he was lying at all! 

At this moment, Mr. Miao began to panic, and he knitted his brows together 
and said, “Is this my fate? It seems that God is going to kill me…” “I hope that 

little brother can take care of me after I die. My granddaughter, although she 
acts aggressively, has no intention of harming others.” 

Mr. Miao actually entrusted his granddaughter to David to take care of him. 
You know, he and David had just met. Even It’s hard to say it’s familiar! 

“Miao Lao, you don’t have to be so pessimistic. Although I said your meridians 
will be cut off within an hour, you can’t die now that I’m here!” 

David said confidently. 

Mr. Miao was stunned and looked at David in shock. “Are you really a 
pharmacist? You really have a way to get rid of the evil spirit in my body?” “ 

Of course, the evil spirit in your body may be very difficult for other 
pharmacists.” It’s very difficult, but for me, it’s just a piece of cake.” 

After David finished speaking, he gently put a hand on Mr. Miao’s shoulder! 

Soon, a suction force slowly sucked out the evil spirit from Miao Lao’s body! 

Feeling the evil spirit in his body being sucked out of his body, Mr. Miao was 
dumbfounded and looked at David in disbelief! 

Because only demons can have this ability to absorb the evil spirit! 

But now David doesn’t have the slightest aura of demons in his body, and he 
actually has the ability to absorb the evil spirit. This is too outrageous! 

It only took a moment for the evil spirit in Miao Lao’s body to be completely 
absorbed by David. 



“Okay, try adjusting your breath.” David said! 

Miao Lao hurriedly let his breath sink into his dantian, letting his breath 
circulate around his body, and found that the evil spirit in his body was indeed 
gone! 

“You…are you a demon?” 

Mr. Miao looked at David in shock! 

You must know that in the current world of gods and humans, demon monks 
are like rats crossing the street. How can there be demon cultivators who dare 
to form a team with others in an open and honest manner! 

David smiled and shook his head and said, “I am not a demon, but I do know 
a little bit about the demons’ techniques, so the evil spirit of the demons is a 
piece of cake for me.” Mr. Miao said in Mr. Miao’s eyes 

. It was so incredible that I became more and more curious about David! 

The two people were talking and laughing. The others didn’t know what the 
two people were talking about. They only knew that Mr. Miao was chatting 
happily with David! 

After another day, the airship stopped moving forward and began to land 
slowly. Chen 

Ping was very surprised and quickly stood up and asked, “Ji Yun, what’s 
going on?” 

“Mr. Chen, there is a force that is letting you go.” The airship is missing.” 

Ji Yunman said anxiously! 

“Let me see what’s going on.” David walked through the door to see if there 
was something wrong with the airship. 

Cai Hongwei looked out the window and said, “It’s not a problem with the 
airship. This is the mountain range at the junction of the Central and Southern 
Territories. Flying is not allowed, let alone aircraft. Even birds and beasts can’t 
fly over.” 
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Cai Hongwei’s words reminded David of the Mohai. The Mohai was also the 
junction of the two realms, so it was impossible to fly! 

David was very puzzled as to who set up the taboo that made flying 
impossible at the junction between the two realms. 

Ji Yun could only control the airship to fall slowly. After landing on the ground, 
everyone walked towards the airship, and Ji Yun put the airship away! 

After David walked towards the airship, he discovered that the ground was 
completely covered with reddish-brown soil. Even the stones on the 
mountains looked reddish-brown, as if they had been soaked in blood, and 
after years of wind and rain, they became like this. color! 

But when other people saw this scene, their expressions didn’t change at all. 
It was obvious that they were used to it! 

“Everyone, after walking through the Chilian Mountains, we reach the border 
of the Southern Territory. We all need to be careful. 

” As a team heading to the Southern Territory, we must be very energetic.” 

Cai Hongwei said loudly to everyone! 

Everyone nodded. Since they chose to go to the Southern Territory from here, 
of course they knew the dangers here, otherwise they would have gone 
directly to Zhuhuang City to build a teleportation array. 

After a few words of warning, everyone began to walk towards the Chilian 
Mountains, and David looked at the endless mountains in front of him, lying 
between heaven and earth, as if connecting heaven and earth! 

Deep in the mountains, mist surges, and from time to time the roars of 
monsters can be heard! 

“Although the Chilian Mountains are very dangerous, there are also many 
opportunities. There are a lot of precious fairy grasses in it, as well as some 
monsters that cannot be seen in other places.” “The monsters here may 
mutate 



. It may become an immortal beast. If you can kill an immortal beast and get 
an immortal beast pill, it will be a priceless treasure.” 

Mr. Miao saw it .David didn’t know much about the Chilian Mountains, so he 
stepped forward and explained to David in a low voice. 

“Fairy beast?” David was stunned. “There is no fairy spirit here. How could a 
monster mutate into a fairy beast?” David 

didn’t understand. Monsters are monsters, so how could they mutate into fairy 
beasts. 

What’s more, there is no immortal energy in the heavenly and human world. 
How did the monster beast become an immortal beast? 

“Who said there is no immortal energy? The Chilian Mountain Range contains 
immortal energy. The reason why the Chilian Mountain Range turned into this 
reddish brown is because during the war between gods and demons, several 
immortals were seriously injured and fled here. The last few immortals knew 
that there was no hope of returning to heaven, so they scattered their flesh 
and blood.” “ 

After thousands of years, the flesh and blood of the immortals have long been 
integrated with the Chilian Mountains, so there is immortal energy in the 
Chilian Mountains. , but these fairy spirits are not floating in the air, but are 
hidden in stones, flowers, trees and trees, which are difficult to find.” “ 

If some monsters eat flowers and plants containing fairy spirits, they may 
mutate into fairy beasts. Yes, but the chance is too low, whether it is immortal 
energy or immortal beasts, they are things that can be encountered but 
cannot be sought.” 

Mr. Miao was explained to David in detail! 

“Grandpa, why are you telling him so much? Don’t forget, he cursed you for 
cutting off your meridians. Aren’t you fine now?” 

Miao Miao stepped forward and said very dissatisfied. 

“Shut up.” Mr. Miao glared at Miao Miao! 



Miao Miao’s face was full of anger. She really didn’t understand why her 
grandfather was so kind to David! 

On the airship, the two of them were talking and laughing, and now Mr. Miao 
is still so close to David! 

In fact, everyone saw Mr. Miao’s performance, and they were all very puzzled. 
They didn’t understand why Mr. Miao wanted to follow David, a young monk in 
the Fusion Realm, so close. It was simply too strange. ! 

 


